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on the move

WELCOME AT EMOTION FITNESS

emotion fi tness – the company’s name already indicates that our main market used 
to be the fi tness industry. Starting just as a family business we managed to enlarge 
our product range from a single test ergometer via a complete cardio line, training 
management software and fi nally added a weight monitoring system. In 2009 we 
have decided to introduce our cardio line as a medical product range as well. As a 
result, you can get our cardio machines for the professional fi tness market as well as 
for the medical market as certifi ed medical products.

Our philosophy remains unchanged – we want to offer you an ideal workout 
and want to make individual specifi cations possible by building the machines in 
Germany. Whether you need a machine for your gym that has a cardio- cinema-
module included, whether you need an ECG measuring unit or you want to guide 
your patient on his way to become a trainee – contact us and we will fi nd a solution 
that will precisely fi t to your needs.

Yours, 
Inge and Helmut Klein



motion cardio line 800

The product line with the x factor

After more than 20 successful years as a 
manufacturer of innovative ergometers, 
we now want to set new standards 
with the motion cardio line 800. 

Based on time-proven components 
such as e. g. the grid independent, 
highly precise IBS brake system, we 
have developed a new product line, 
which meets the highest standards in 
terms of quality and design. 

Only if the quality serves your purposes, 
the new design can convince in the 
long run. 

A well-known design team has taken 
care of the overall image of the units, 
but has also taken all the technical 
needs into consideration that were 
required to turn these machines into 
even better training devices.

One element that defines the new 
design is the continuous, strongly 
dimensioned and premium anodised 
aluminium profile. 

The plastic covers were reduced to the 
minimum; we show high-value engi-
neering.

The covers are being attached by an 
aluminium connector profile with a 
registered design, which enables the 
mounting without any screws. 

The design of the display unit has been 
revised as well and is now positioned 
behind a protective acrylic glass pane. 
Its modular configuration enables a 
user specified assembly. 

The LED-background light is powered 
by the user’s activities and ensures a 
higher comfort when reading the data 
and operating the machines.

This sysmbol marks extra 

information for the  

medical application.
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The Monitor

The intelligence of our machines

In the focus of the monitor there is the large display, which shall make the handling of the 
units easy. Another main issue is the identical display and operator guidance for all device 
types, which makes handling of our new line extremely user-friendly. By means of the standard 
background light, reading from the display becomes even easier.

The “interior” of the monitor can be equipped based on your needs:

Puls: A coded Polar®-pulse receiver for the pulse transmission via a breast belt is a basic feature 
of every machine. For a quick check of the current heart rate, hand pulse sensors can be 
integrated as well. 

Especially in the medical use there might occur situations that require a constant 
heart rate control, but do not allow the use of a breast belt. For these causes we 
have re-introduced the ear pulse measurement.

Communication: All machines of the motion line 800 are equipped with a chipcard reader as a 
standard feature. Via individual chipcards, information for a fitness test or the workout data can be 
saved offline and transported to a compatible PC program. 

An almost unlimited range of training and fitness test information can be used if the optional 
wireless network is being used, which identifies the user by means of an RFID transponder (see 
brochure motion intelligence line 800 as well). This feature operates independently from an external 
power supply as well. For some systems, for example an ECG surveillance, a secure and cable bound 
connection of the training unit and the PC system is required. Therefore we can also equip your 
machines with a serial RS232-interface.
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The Monitor

Fitness and medical training programs

The development of intelligent training 
programs has always been of main 
importance for us. We offer rpm dependent, 
rpm independent as well as rpm constant 
programs. The integrated motion pulse 
manager logic (see separate description if you 
like) ensures an ideal pulse related resistance 
control for different training programs.

Some of the medical training programs have 
been designed especially to meet the needs 
of the therapeutic use.

You have the choice between three program 
packages for the medical as well as the fitness 
use:

· Standard package

· Comfort resp. Therapy package

· Test package

Please refer to the table on the right for 
information on the programs.

** pulse controlled programs can be adjusted  
 speed or incline controlled on the  
 motion sprint 800 SL  bzw. 800 SL

* not available on the motion body 800 / 800 med,   
 motion sprint 800 SL/Se resp. 800 SL/Se med

Program packages Fitness Medical

Standard package · Quick start

· Time training

· Pulse training**

· Quick start

· Watt

· Pulse**

Comfort resp. 
therapy package

· Quickstart

· Time training

· Pulse training**

· Calorie training**

· Hill training

· Random training

· Interval training

· Distance training

· Power training*

· Quickstart

· Watt

· Watt sensitive**

· Pulse**

· Isokinetic*

· Therapy

· Interval

· K-Cal**

· Hill

· Random

· Distance

Test-Paket
only available on the 
motion cycle 800 / 800 med

· Quick start

· Time training

· Pulse training

· Calory training

· Random training

· Interval training

· Distance training

· Power training

· IPN Test (PC analysis possible)

· Astrand test

· PWC test

· Lactate test (supports measurement procedure)

· Standard test

· Conconi test

· Quickstart

· Watt

· Watt sensitive

· Pulse

· Isokinetic

· Therapy

· Interval

· K-Cal

· Hill

· Random

· Distance

· IPN test (PC analysis possible)

· Astrand test

· PWC test

· Lactate test (supports measurement procedure)

· Standard test

· Conconi test
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Simplification · Optimization · documentation

The intelligence of our machines

PC SuPPORTED training

Here the data transportation takes 
place via a customer specific chipcard. 
The chipcard reader required is a 
standard feature of all emotion fitness 
training machines. The workout plans 
are being developed on the basis 
of trainer estimation, test results or 
doctor’s specifications at the optional 
PC system and then saved on the 
customer’s chip card.  The training at 
cardio and weight machines can be 
conducted and controlled easily based 
on the information on the chip card. The 
results will be transferred to the PC after 
the training. These results can then be 
displayed and analysed on demand.

PC CONTROLLED training

Every machine that is to be used in the 
system will be integrated into a wireless 
network and  will be equipped with 
the optional RFID receivers (Hitag 1+2, 
Legic prime, Legic advant, Mifare classic, 
Mifare DESfire). Based on various test 
figures or the trainer’s experience, the 
user’s workout plans will be designed 
at the PC. When the trainee identifies 
himself via the RFID receiver, the required 
workout data will be transmitted to the 
machine wirelessly. After the end of the 
workout all results are automatically send 
back to the PC. The online connection 
to the PC ensures that plans can be 
scheduled based on workout days or in 

an alternating fashion. using this online 
connection tests can be supported 
and individual training profiles can be 
designed as well. The training results will 
be available right after the termination 
of the workout. For the patients or 
the members, the conduction of the 
training becomes even easier, for the 
employees more information will be 
available automatically. Especially the 
use of transponder systems multiplies 
the possibilities at gyms or therapeutical 
institutes.



motion cycle 800 / 800 med

The Allrounder  

Adjustable 
crank arm

FUNCTIONS

· easy to handle, backlit display

· easy step through

· horizontally and vertically adjustable saddle

· grid independent

· coded Polar® pulse receiver

OPTIONS

· test program package

· length adjustable crank arms

· serial interface (RS 232)

· RFID-System / wireless network

· cardio cinema package

· hand pulse system

· ear pulse system

· increase of max user weight to 200 kg

· electrical vertical saddle adjustment 
 (in combination with external power supply)

· initial wattage starting from 15 watts 
 (in combination with external power supply)

The motion cycle 800 is the classic 
machine of cardio training and the 
ideal test and training ergometer 
for the professional user. The grid 
independence of the unit can be 
assured even with most of the various 
options, which guarantees fl exibility 
and safes money. 

For the health oriented use, the 
motion cycle 800 offers an easy 
step through as well as an 
ergonomic training position.

The optional length adjustable crank 
arm is an extremely important feature 
for all users with limitations in the range 
of motion.

Vertical and horizontal 
adjustment of saddle

Two handle bar 
options available



motion relax 800 / 800 med

For the long run

FUNCTIONS

· easy to handle, backlit display

· easy step through

· gas spring supported,
 horizontal adjustment of drive unit

· grid independent

· coded Polar® pulse receiver

OPTIONS
· length adjustable crank arms

· serial interface (RS 232)

·  RFID-System / wireless network

·  gas spring supported back rest adjustment

·  cardio cinema package

·  hand pulse system

·  ear pulse system

·  increase of max user weight to 250 kg

·  head rest

·  initial wattage starting from 15 watts 
 (in combination with external power supply)

The recumbent ergometer motion relax 
800 ensures a workout in a comfortable 
position and is therefore  perfectly suited 
for long training sessions as well as heavy 
users. For those, the free step through is 
mandatory. For an even more comfortable 
horizontal adjustment, with this machine 
the drive unit rather than the seat is being 
moved.

Unlocking of 
the horizontal 
adjustment

Horizontal adjustment



motion cross 800 / 800 med

Total body workout

The motion cross 800 impresses with its 
upright training position, is demanding 
for a large number of muscle groups 
and is gentle to the joints. The elliptical 
movement ensures a smooth movement 
with a good balance of arm and leg 
movement.  At the end or interruption 
of every training, the movement will be 
stopped completely, before the Cool 
Down starts.

FUNCTIONS

· easy to handle, backlit display

· grid independent

· coded Polar® pulse receiver

· forward and backward movement possible

· big, anti-slip footsteps

· rpm limit for extra safety

OPTIONS

· serial interface (RS 232)

· RFID system / wireless network

· cardio cinema package

· hand pulse system

· ear pulse system

· increase of max user weight to 200 kg

rubber footsteps



motion sprint 800 Sl/Se / 800 Sl/Se med

The lamella makes the difference

With the motion sprint 800 SL/SE
we trust in the well known and 
proven lamella technology, which 
ensures supreme cushioning, smooth 
synchronization and a very low power 
consumption. On the versions with 
inclination, the pulse controlled 
programs can be adjusted either via the 
variation of speed or inclination. 

Medical 
handrail

FUNCTIONS

· easy to handle, backlit display

· very comfortable running feeling 
 and optimal cushioning

· coded Polar® pulse receiver

· speed: 0–17 km in 0.1 km/h steps

· motion sprint 800 SL: 
 -3 to +12% incline

· motion sprint 800 SL med: 
 0-15% incline

· heart rate controlled programs 
 either incline or pulse controlled

· up to 1 km: 1 m precise odometer, 
 then 10 meter precise

OPTIONS

· serial interface (RS 232)

· RFID system / wireless network

· cardio cinema package

· hand pulse system

· ear pulse system

· increase of max user weight to 250 kg at the  
 motion sprint 500 SE (fitness and medical)

· underarm rest

· step-on support

· reverse direction of movement

For the medical uses there are 
further important modules that 
enable an adjustment of the 
treadmill to your needs.

Lamella system 



motion body 800 / 800 med

Strong on top

The upper body ergometer is gaining 
importance for the training and therapy. 
used as a cardio device, it is being used 
for a focused stamina workout of the 
upper extremities. The drive units can be 
easily adjusted via a gas spring support. 
It can be adjusted for the seated or 
standing training. 

The platform is only 5 mm high and 
can therefore easily be accessed by 
wheelchairs, the seat can be removed 
completely. The optional length 
adjustable crank arms can be put into a 
synchronous mode in order to simulate 
a handibike use.

FUNCTIONS

· easy to handle, backlit display

· forward and backward movement possible

· gas spring supported, stepless height adjust- 
 ment of the drive unit for ideal positioning

· orizontal seat adjustment

· eat removable for the standing workout, 
 use of Pezziball or for wheelchair access

· grid independent

· coded Polar® pulse receiver

OPTIONS

· length adjustable crank arm

· serial interface (RS 232)

· RFID system / wireless network

· cardio cinema package

· initial resistance of 15 Watts
 (in combination with external power supply)

· increase of max user weight to 200 kg

Standing 
workout 
position

Adjustable crank arm, 
for synchronous mode also Easy height adjustment
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Medical products additionally:

· CE based on the guidelines for medical devices  
 according to directive 93/42 EEC, class IIa

·  medical products: brake can be calibrated  
 at site during the medical technical control

Specific unit information:

emotion fitness GmbH & co. KG
Hauptstraße 99 · 67691 Hochspeyer
Germany

www.emotion-fitness.de 

Phone +49 (0) 6305 .71499-0 
Fax +49 (0) 6305 .71499-111

info@emotion-fitness.de
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General information about the motion cardio line 800 / 800 med
(except for the motion sprint 800 SL/SE / 800 SL/SE med):

· grid independent

· calibrated drive unit

· IBS brake system

· mono belt drive, self-adjusting and silent 
 (motion body 800 / 800 med two stage belt drive)

· power range: 25 – 500 watts rpm independent, 
 25 – 1000 watts rpm dependent, initial workload at the cross 100 watts

· workload steps: 5 watts

· speed range: 40 – 120 rpm/min

· inital wattage can be reduced to 15 watts  
 when an external power supply is being used

· manufactured according to:  
 DIN EN 957-1 SA, DIN EN957-5 SA, DIN EN 60601-1-2

· max user weight: 150 kg

motion body 800

· forward and backward movement

· easy, stepless height adjustment for the seated  
 or standing workout

· seat easy to remove

· with length adjustable crank arm also handibike  
 simulation possible

· size (L x W x h): 122 x 80 x 174 cm

· weight: 108 kg

motion cycle 800

· easy step through

· various interfaces – to be adapted to  
 different external systems

· to be used as a test ergometer as well

· size (L x W x h): 130 x 65 x 146 cm

· weight: 74 kg

motion relax 800

· easy step through

· horizontal adjustment of the drive unit

· optional user weight of 250 kg

· size (L x W x h): 159 x 65 x 137 cm

· weight: 82 kg

motion cross 800

· forward or backward movement

· all body movement

· compensation of the seated worklife of many users

· high quality slide and ball bearings  
 for long product life

· size (L x W x h): 215 x 65 x 157 cm

· weight: 118 kg

motion sprint 800

· 0 – 17 km/h in 0.1 km/h steps

· at the SL: -3 to +12% incline, at the SL med:  
 0 – 15% incline

· energy saving, brushless 1100W DC motor,  
 toothed belt lamella system

· integrated emergency-Stop-System

· options: increased max speed,  
 reversed direction of movement

· manufactured according to: DIn en 957-1 SA, 
 DIn en 957-5 SA, DIn en 60601-1-2,  
 Ce based on 93/42 eeC, class IIa

· various fixtures such as armpit  
 support, harness, step on support,

· en 60601-1: 230v/50-60hz/eWG,  
 separate fuse protection required

· size (L x W x h): 198 x 79 x 145 cm

· weight 170 kg

motion line 800 / 800 med

Technical data


